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A futuristic tale of intergalactic love and politics from the legendary “colossus of science fiction”
and creator of 2001: A Space Odyssey (The New Yorker). In the year 2276, Duncan Makenzie
travels from Saturn’s moon, Titan, to Earth as a diplomatic guest at the United States’
Quincentennial. As a member of Titan’s ‘First Family’ descended from the moon’s original
settlers five hundred years before, Duncan finds himself welcomed back to Mother Earth and
into Washington’s glittering political and social scene. But Duncan isn’t just on Earth for
ambassadorial reasons. Haunted by the memory of a woman from Earth he once loved, Duncan
is also on a mission to continue his family line . . . despite a devastating genetic defect. A tour-de-
force of vivid characterization, futuristic vision, and suspense, Imperial Earth is one of Arthur
C. Clarke’s most ambitious and thought-provoking novels. “Clarke at the height of his powers.” —
The New York Times
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HOMECOMINGAcknowledgments and NotesAdditional NotePart ITitan1A SHRIEK IN THE
NIGHTDuncan Makenzie was ten years old when he found the magic number. It was pure
chance; he had intended to call Grandma Ellen, but he had been careless and his fingers must
have touched the wrong keys. He knew at once that he had made a mistake, because
Grandma’s viddy had a two-second delay, even on Auto/Record. This circuit was live
immediately.Yet there was no ringing tone, and no picture. The screen was completely blank,
with not even a speckling of interference. Duncan guessed that he had been switched into an
audio-only channel, or had reached a station where the camera was disconnected. In any case,
this certainly wasn’t Grandma’s number, and he reached out to break the circuit.Then he noticed
the sound. At first, he thought that someone was breathing quietly into the microphone at the far
end, but he quickly realized his mistake. There was a random, inhuman quality about this gentle
susurration; it lacked any regular rhythm, and there were long intervals of complete silence.As
he listened, Duncan felt a growing sense of awe. Here was something completely outside his
normal, everyday experience, yet he recognized it almost at once. In his ten years of life, the
impressions of many worlds had been imprinted on his mind, and no one who had heard this
most evocative of sounds could ever forget it. He was listening to the voice of the wind, as it
sighed and whispered across the lifeless landscape a hundred meters above his head.Duncan
forgot all about Grandma, and turned the volume up to its highest level. He lay back on the
couch, closed his eyes, and tried to project himself into the unknown, hostile world from which
he was protected by all the safety devices that three hundred years of space technology could



contrive. Someday, when he had passed his survival tests, he would go up into that world and
see with his own eyes the lakes and chasms and low-lying orange clouds, lit by the thin, cold
rays of the distant sun. He had looked forward to that day with calm anticipation rather than
excitement—the Makenzies were noted for their lack of excitement—but now he suddenly
realized what he was missing. So might a child of Earth, on some dusty desert far from the
ocean, have pressed a shell against his ear and listened with sick longing to the music of the
unattainable sea.There was no mystery about the sound, but how was it reaching him? It could
be coming from any of the hundred million square kilometers lying above his head. Somewhere
—perhaps in an abandoned construction project or experimental station—a live microphone had
been left in circuit, exposed to the freezing, poisonous winds of the world above. It was not likely
to remain undetected for long; sooner or later it would be discovered and disconnected. He had
better capture this message from the outside while it was still there; even if he knew the number
he had accidentally called, he doubted if he could ever establish the circuit again.The amount of
audio-visual material that Duncan had stored under misc was remarkable, even for an inquisitive
ten-year-old. It was not that he lacked organizing ability—that was the most celebrated of all the
Makenzie talents—but he was interested in more things than he knew how to index. He had now
begun to discover, the hard way, that information not properly classified can be irretrievably
lost.He thought intently for a minute, while the lonely wind sobbed and moaned and brought the
chill of space into his warm little cubicle. Then he tapped out APHA INDEX* WIND SOUNDS*
PERM STORE #.From the moment he touched the # or EXECUTE key, he had begun to capture
that voice from the world above. If all went well, he could call it forth again at any time by using
the index heading WIND SOUNDS. Even if he had made a mistake, and the console’s search
program failed to locate the recording, it would be somewhere in the machine’s permanent,
nonerasable memory. There was always the hope that he might one day find it again by chance,
as was happening all the time with information he had filed under MISC.He decided to let the
recording run for another few minutes before completing the interrupted call to Grandma. As luck
would have it, the wind must have slackened at about the time he keyed EXECUTE, because
there was a long, frustrating silence. Then, out of that silence, came something new.It was faint
and distant, yet conveyed the impression of overwhelming power. First there was a thin scream
that mounted second by second in intensity, but somehow never came any closer. The scream
rose swiftly to a demonic shriek, with undertones of thunder—then dwindled away as quickly as
it had appeared. From beginning to end it lasted less than half a minute. Then there was only the
sighing of the wind, even lonelier than before.For a long, delicious moment, Duncan savored the
unique pleasure of fear without danger; then he reacted as he always did when he encountered
something new or exciting. He tapped out Karl Helmer’s number, and said: “Listen to this.”Three
kilometers away, at the northern end of Oasis City, Karl waited until the thin scream died into
silence. As always, his face gave no hint of his thoughts. Presently he said: “Let’s hear it
again.”Duncan repeated the playback, confident that the mystery would soon be solved. For Karl
was fifteen, and therefore knew everything.Those dazzling blue eyes, apparently so candid yet



already so full of secrets, looked straight at Duncan. Karl’s surprise and sincerity were totally
convincing as he exclaimed: “You didn’t recognize it?”Duncan hesitated. He had thought of
several obvious possibilities—but if he guessed wrongly, Karl would make fun of him. Better to
be on the safe side…“No,” he answered. “Did you?”“Of course,” said Karl, in his most superior
tone of voice. He paused for effect, then leaned toward the camera so that his face loomed
enormous on the screen.“It’s a Hydrosaurus on the rampage.”For a fraction of a second, Duncan
took him seriously—which was exactly what Karl had intended. He quickly recovered, and
laughed back at his friend.“You’re crazy. So you don’t know what it is.”For the methane-breathing
monster Hydrosaurus rex was their private joke—the product of youthful imaginations, inflamed
by pictures of ancient Earth and the wonders it had brought forth near the dawn of creation.
Duncan knew perfectly well that nothing lived now, or had ever lived, on the world that he called
home; only Man had walked upon its frozen surface. Yet if Hydrosaurus could have existed, that
awesome sound might indeed have been its battle cry, as it leaped upon the gentle
Carbotherium, wallowing in some ammonia lake…“Oh. I know what made that noise,” said Karl
smugly. “Didn’t you guess? That was a ram-tanker making a scoop. If you call Traffic Control,
they’ll tell you where it was heading.”Karl had had his fun, and the explanation was undoubtedly
correct. Duncan had already thought of it, yet he had hoped for something more romantic.
Though it was perhaps too much to expect methane monsters, an everyday spaceship was a
disappointing anticlimax. He felt a sense of letdown, and was sorry that he had given Karl
another chance to deflate his dreams. Karl was rather good at that.But like all healthy ten-year-
olds, Duncan was resilient. The magic had not been destroyed. Though the first ship had lifted
from Earth three centuries before he was born, the wonder of space had not yet been
exhausted. There was romance enough in that shriek from the edge of the atmosphere, as the
orbiting tanker collected hydrogen to power the commerce of the Solar System.In a few hours,
that precious cargo would be falling sunward, past Saturn’s other moons, past giant Jupiter, to
make its rendezvous with one of the fueling stations that circled the inner planets. It would take
months—even years—to get there, but there was no hurry. As long as cheap hydrogen flowed
through the invisible pipeline across the Solar System, the fusion rockets could fly from world to
world, as once the ocean liners had plied the seas of Earth.Duncan understood this better than
most boys of his age; the hydrogen economy was also the story of his family, and would
dominate his own future when he was old enough to play a part in the affairs of Titan. It was now
almost a century since Grandfather Malcolm had realized that Titan was the key to all the
planets, and had shrewdly used this knowledge for the benefit of mankind—and of himself.So
Duncan continued to listen to the recording after Karl had switched off. Over and over again he
played back that triumphant cry of power, trying to detect the precise moment when it was finally
swallowed up in the gulfs of space. For years it would haunt his dreams; he would wake in the
night, convinced that he had heard it again through the roof of rock that protected Oasis from the
hostile wilderness above.And when at last he fell back into sleep, he would always dream of
Earth.2DYNASTYMalcolm Makenzie had been the right man, at the right time. Others before him



had looked covetously at Titan, but he was the first to work out all the engineering details and to
conceive the total system of orbiting scoops, compressors, and cheap, expendable tanks that
could hold their liquid hydrogen with minimum loss as they dropped leisurely sunward.Back in
the 2180s, Malcolm had been a promising young aerospace designer at Port Lowell, trying to
make aircraft that could carry useful payloads in the tenuous Martian atmosphere. In those days
he had been Malcolm Mackenzie, for the computer mishap that had irrevocably changed the
family name did not occur until he emigrated to Titan. After wasting five years in futile attempts at
correction, Malcolm had finally co-operated with the inevitable. It was one of the few battles in
which the Makenzies had ever admitted defeat, but now they were quite proud of their unique
name.When he had finished his calculations and stolen enough drafting-computer time to
prepare a beautiful set of drawings, young Malcolm had approached the Planning Office of the
Martian Department of Transportation. He did not anticipate serious criticism, because he knew
that his facts and his logic were impeccable.A large fusion-powered spaceliner could use ten
thousand tons of hydrogen on a single flight, merely as inert working fluid. Ninety-nine percent of
it took no part in the nuclear reaction, but was hurled from the jets unchanged, at scores of
kilometers a second, imparting momentum to the ships it drove between the planets.There was
plenty of hydrogen on Earth, easily available in the oceans; but the cost of lifting megatons a
year into space was horrendous. And the other inhabited worlds—Mars, Mercury, Ganymede,
and the Moon—could not help. They had no surplus hydrogen at all.Of course, Jupiter and the
other Gas Giants possessed unlimited quantities of the vital element, but their gravitational fields
guarded it more effectively than any unsleeping dragon, coiled round some mythical treasure of
the Gods. In all the Solar System, Titan was the only place where Nature had contrived the
paradox of low gravity and an atmosphere remarkably rich in hydrogen and its
compounds.Malcolm was right in guessing that no one would challenge his figures, or deny the
feasibility of the scheme, but a kindhearted senior administrator took it upon himself to lecture
young Makenzie on the political and economic facts of life. He learned, with remarkable speed,
about growth curves and forward discounting and interplanetary debts and rates of depreciation
and technological obsolescence, and understood for the first time why the solar was backed, not
by gold, but by kilowatt-hours.“It’s an old problem,” his mentor had explained patiently. “In fact, it
goes back to the very beginnings of astronautics, in the twentieth century. We couldn’t have
commercial space flight until there were flourishing extraterrestrial colonies—and we couldn’t
have colonies until there was commercial space transportation. In this sort of bootstrap situation,
you have a very slow growth rate until you reach the takeoff point. Then, quite suddenly, the
curves start shooting upward, and you’re in business.“It could be the same with your Titan
refueling scheme—but have you any idea of the initial investment required? Only the World Bank
could possibly underwrite it….”“What about the Bank of Selene? Isn’t it supposed to be more
adventurous?”“Don’t believe all you’ve read about the Gnomes of Aristarchus; they’re as careful
as anyone else. They have to be. Bankers on Earth can still go on breathing if they make a bad
investment….”But it was the Bank of Selene, three years later, that put up the five megasols for



the initial feasibility study. Then Mercury became interested—and finally Mars. By this time, of
course, Malcolm was no longer an aerospace engineer. He had become, not necessarily in this
order, a financial expert, a public-relations adviser, a media manipulator, and a shrewd politician.
In the incredibly short time of twenty years, the first hydrogen shipments were falling sunward
from Titan.Malcolm’s achievement had been an extraordinary one, now well documented in
dozens of scholarly studies, all respectful, though some of them far from flattering. What made it
so remarkable—even unique—was the way in which he had converted his hard-won expertise
from technology to administration. The process had been so imperceptible that no one realized
what was happening. Malcolm was not the first engineer to become a head of state; but he was
the first, his critics pointed out sourly, to establish a dynasty. And he had done so against odds
that would have daunted lesser men.In 2195, at the age of forty-four, he had married Ellen
Killner, recently emigrated from Earth. Their daughter, Anitra, was the first child to be born in the
little frontier community of Oasis, then the only permanent base on Titan, and it was several
years before the devoted parents realized the cruel jest that Nature had played upon them.Even
as a baby, Anitra was beautiful, and it was confidently predicted that when she grew up she
would be completely spoiled. Needless to say, there were as yet no child psychologists on Titan;
so no one noticed that the little girl was too docile, too well behaved—and too silent. Not until
she was almost four years old did Malcolm and Ellen finally accept the fact that Anitra would
never be able to speak, and that there was really no one at home in the lovely shell their bodies
had fashioned.The fault lay in Malcolm’s genes, not Ellen’s. Sometime during his shuttling back
and forth between Earth and Mars, a stray photon that had been cruising through space since
the cosmic dawn had blasted his hopes for the future. The damage was irreparable, as Malcolm
discovered when he consulted the best genetic surgeons of four worlds. It was a chilling thought
that he had actually been lucky with Anitra; the results could have been far, far worse….To the
mingled sorrow and relief of an entire world, Anitra had died before she was six years old, and
the Makenzie marriage died with her in a flurry of grief and recrimination. Ellen threw herself into
her work, and Malcolm departed on what was to be his last visit to Earth. He was gone for
almost two years, and in that time he achieved much.He consolidated his political position and
set the pattern of economic development on Titan for the next half-century. And he acquired the
son he had now set his heart upon.Human cloning—the creation of exact replicas of another
individual from any cell in the body except the sex cells—had been achieved early in the twenty-
first century. Even when the technology had been perfected, it had never become widespread,
partly because there were few circumstances that could ever justify it.Malcolm was not a rich
man—there had been no large personal fortunes for a hundred years—but he was certainly not
poor. He used a skillful combination of money, flattery, and more subtle pressures to attain his
goal. When he returned to Titan, he brought with him the baby who was his identical twin—but
half a century younger.When Colin grew up, there was no way in which he could be
distinguished from his clone father at the same age. Physically, he was an exact duplicate in
every respect. But Malcolm was no Narcissus, interested in creating a mere carbon copy of



himself; he wanted a partner as well as a successor. So Colin’s educational program
concentrated on the weak points of Malcolm’s. Though he had a good grounding in science, he
specialized in history, law, and economics. Whereas Malcolm was an engineer-administrator,
Colin was an administrator-engineer. While still in his twenties, he was acting as his father’s
deputy wherever it was legally admissible, and sometimes where it was not. Together, the two
Makenzies formed an unbeatable combination, and trying to draw subtle distinctions between
their psychologies was a favorite Titanian pastime.Perhaps because he had never been
compelled to fight for any great objective, and had had all his goals formulated before his birth,
Colin was more gentle and easygoing than Malcolm—and therefore more popular. No one
outside the Makenzie family ever called the older man by his first name; few called Colin
anything else. He had no real enemies, and there was only one person on Titan who disliked
him. At least, it was assumed that Malcolm’s estranged wife, Ellen, did so, for she refused to
acknowledge his existence.Perhaps she regarded Colin as a usurper, an unacceptable
substitute for the son who could never be born to her. If so, it was indeed strange that she was so
fond of Duncan.But Duncan had been cloned from Colin almost forty years later and by that time
Ellen had passed through a second tragedy—one that had nothing to do with the Makenzies. To
Duncan, she was always Grandma Ellen, but he was now old enough to realize that in his heart
she combined two generations, and filled a void that earlier ages would have found it impossible
to imagine or believe.If Grandma had any real genetic relationship with him, all trace of it had
been lost centuries ago on another world. And yet, by some strange quirk of chance and
personality, she had become for him the phantom mother who had never even
existed.3INVITATION TO A CENTENNIAL“And who the hell is George Washington?” asked
Malcolm Makenzie.“Middle-aged Virginia farmer, runs a place called Mount Vernon—”“You’re
joking.”“I’m not. No relation, of course—old George was childless—but that’s his real name, and
he’s perfectly genuine.”“I suppose you’ve checked with the embassy.”“Of course, and got a fifty-
line print-out of his family tree. Most impressive—half the American aristocracy for the last
hundred years. Lots of Cabots and Du Ponts and Kennedys and Kissingers. And before that, a
couple of African kings.”“It may impress you, Colin,” interjected Duncan, “but now that I’ve
glanced at the program, it all seems a little childish. Grown men pretending to be historical
figures. Are they really going to throw tea into Boston Harbor?”Before Colin could answer,
Grandfather Malcolm stepped in. A discussion among the three Makenzies—which was
something seldom overheard by outsiders—was more in the nature of a monologue than an
argument. Because their three personas differed only through the accidents of background and
education, genuine disagreements among them were virtually unknown. When difficult decisions
had to be made, Duncan and Colin would take opposing viewpoints and debate them before
Malcolm—who would listen without saying a word, though his eyebrows could be very eloquent.
He seldom had to give a judgment, because the two advocates usually reached a synthesis
without much difficulty; but when he did, that was the end of the matter. It was quite a good way
to run a family—or a world.“I don’t know about the tea, which would certainly be a waste at fifty



solars a kilo, but you’re being too hard on Mr. Washington and his friends. When we have five
hundred years behind us, we’ll be justified in a little pomp and ceremony. And never forget—the
Declaration of Independence was one of the most important historical events of the last three
thousand years. We wouldn’t be here without it. After all, the Treaty of Phobos opens with the
words: When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people…”“Quite
inappropriate in that context. On the whole, Earth was heartily glad to get rid of us.”“Perfectly
true, but don’t ever let the Terrans hear it.”“I’m still confused,” said Duncan rather plaintively. “Just
what does the good general want from us? How can we raw colonials contribute to the
proceedings?”“He’s only a professor, not a general,” replied Colin. “They’re extinct, even on
Earth. As I see it, a few nicely composed speeches, drawing whatever parallels you can find
between our historical situations. A certain exotic charm—you know; a whiff of the frontier, where
men still live dangerously. The usual barbarian virility, so irresistible to decadent Terrans of all
sexes. And, not least, a low-keyed yet genuine gratitude for the unexpected gift of an open Earth-
Titan return ticket with all expenses for a two-month stay. That solves several of our problems,
and we should appreciate it.”“Very true,” Duncan replied thoughtfully, “even though it wrecks our
plans for the next five years.”“It doesn’t wreck them,” said Colin. “It advances them. Time gained
is time created. And success in politics—”“—depends upon the masterful administration of the
unforeseen, as you are so fond of saying. Well, this invitation is certainly unforeseen, and I’ll try
to master it. Have we sent an official thank you?”“Only a routine acknowledgment. I suggest that
you follow it up, Duncan, with a personal note to President—er—Professor Washington.”“They’re
both right,” said Malcolm, rereading the formal invitation. “It says here: ‘Chairman of the
Quincentennial Celebration Committee, and President of the Historical Association of Virginia.’
So you can take your choice.”“We’ve got to be very careful about this, or someone will bring it up
in the Assembly. Was the invitation official, or personal?”“It’s not government to government, I’m
happy to say, since the Committee sponsored it. And the fax was addressed to the Honorable
Malcolm Makenzie, not to the President.” The Honorable Malcolm Makenzie, also President of
Titan, was clearly pleased at this subtle distinction.“Do I detect in this the fine hand of your good
friend Ambassador Farrell?” asked Colin.“I’m sure the idea never occurred to him.”“I thought as
much. Well, even if we are on firm legal grounds, that won’t stop the objections. There will be the
usual cries of privilege, and we’ll be accused once again of running Titan for our personal
benefit.”“I’d like to know who started the word ‘fiefdom’ circulating. I had to look it up.”Colin
ignored the older man’s interruption. As Chief Administrator, he had to face the day-to-day
problems of running the world, and could not afford the slight irresponsibility that Malcolm was
beginning to show in his old age. It was not senility—Grandfather was still only a hundred and
twenty-four—but, rather, the carefree, Olympian attitude of one who had seen and experienced
everything, and had achieved all his ambitions.“There are two points in our favor,” Colin
continued. “No official funds are involved, so we can’t be criticized for using government money.
And let’s have no false modesty—Earth will expect a Makenzie. It might even be regarded as an
insult if one of us didn’t go. And as Duncan is the only possibility, that settles the matter.”“You’re



perfectly correct, of course. But not everyone will see it that way. All the families will want to send
their younger sons and daughters.”“There’s nothing to stop them,” Duncan interjected.“How
many could afford it? We couldn’t.”“We could if we didn’t have some expensive extras in mind.
So can the Tanaka-Smiths, the Mohadeens, the Schwartzes, the Deweys…”“But not, I believe,
the Helmers.”Colin spoke lightly, but without humor, and there was a long silence while all three
Makenzies shared a single thought. Then Malcolm said slowly: “Don’t underrate Karl. We have
only power and brains. But he has genius, and that’s always unpredictable.”“But he’s crazy,”
protested Duncan. “The last time we met, he tried to convince me that there’s intelligent life on
Saturn.”“Did he succeed?”“Almost.”“If he’s crazy—which I doubt, despite that famous breakdown
—then he’s even more dangerous. Especially to you, Duncan.”Duncan made no attempt to
answer. His wiser and older twins understood his feelings, even if they could never fully share
them.“There is one other point,” said Malcolm thoughtfully, “and it may be the most important of
all. We may have only ten years in which to change the whole basis of our economy. If you can
find an answer to this problem on your trip—even a hint of an answer!—you’ll be a hero when
you come home. No one will criticize any of your other activities, public or private.”“That’s a tall
order. I’m not a magician.”“Then perhaps you’d better start taking lessons. If the Asymptotic Drive
isn’t pure magic, I don’t know what it is.”“Just a minute!” said Colin. “Isn’t the first A-Drive ship
going to be here in a few weeks?”“The second. There was that freighter, Fomalhaut. I went
aboard, but they wouldn’t let me see anything. Sirius is the first passenger liner—she enters
parking orbit—oh—in about thirty days.”“Could you be ready by then, Duncan?”“I very much
doubt it.”“Of course you can.”“I mean physiologically. Even on a crash program, it takes months
to prepare for Earth gravity.”“Um. But this is far too good an opportunity to miss—everything is
falling into place beautifully. After all, you were born on Earth.”“So were you. And how long did
you take to get ready when you went back?”Colin sighed.“It seemed like ages, but by now they
must have improved the techniques. Don’t they have neuroprogramming while you sleep?”“It’s
supposed to give you horrible dreams, and I’ll need all the sleep I can get. Still, what’s good for
Titan…”He had no need to complete the quotation, which had been coined by some unknown
cynic half a century ago. In thirty years, Duncan had never really doubted this old cliché—once
intended to wound, now virtually adopted as a family motto.What was good for the Makenzies
was indeed good for Titan.4THE RED MOONIf the eighty-five known natural satellites, only
Ganymede, lord of the Jovian system, exceeds Titan in size—and that by a narrow margin. But
in another respect Titan has no rivals; no other moon of any planet has more than a trace of
atmosphere. Titan’s is so dense that if it were made of oxygen, it would be easy for a man to
breathe.When this fact was discovered, late in the twentieth century, it presented the
astronomers with a first-class mystery. Why should a world not much larger than the Earth’s
totally airless Moon be able to hold on to any atmosphere—particularly one rich in hydrogen,
lightest of all gases? It should long ago have leaked away into space.Nor was that the only
enigma. Like the Moon, almost all other satellites are virtually colorless, covered with rock and
dust shattered by ages of meteoric bombardment. But Titan is red—as red as Mars, whose



baleful glare reminded men in ancient times of bloodshed and of war.The first robot probes
solved some of Titan’s mysteries, but, as is always the case, raised a host of new problems. The
red color came from a layer of low, thick clouds, made from much the same bewildering mixture
of organic compounds as the Great Red Spot of Jupiter. Beneath those clouds was a world more
than a hundred degrees hotter than it had any right to be; indeed, there were regions of Titan
where a man needed little more than an oxygen mask and a simple thermofoil suit to move
around in the open. To everyone’s great surprise, Titan had turned out to be the most hospitable
place in the Solar System, next to Earth itself.Part of this unexpected warmth came from the
greenhouse effect, as the hydrogenous atmosphere trapped the feeble rays of the distant sun.
But a good deal more was due to internal sources; the equatorial region of Titan abounded in
what, for want of a better phrase, might be called cold volcanoes. On rare occasions, indeed,
some of them actually erupted liquid water.This activity, triggered by radioactive heat generated
deep in the core of Titan, spewed megatons of hydrogen compounds into the atmosphere, and
so continually made up for the leakage into space. One day, of course, the bruised reserves—
like the lost oil fields of Earth—would all be gone, but the geologists had calculated that Titan
could hold the vacuum of space at bay for at least two billion years. Man’s most vigorous
atmospheric mining activities would have only a negligible influence on this figure.Like the Earth,
Titan has distinct seasons—though it is difficult to apply the word “summer” where the
temperature at high noon seldom climbs to fifty below. And as Saturn takes almost thirty years to
circle the sun, each of the Titanian seasons is more than seven Terran years in length.The tiny
sun, taking eight days to cross the sky, is seldom visible through the cloud cover, and there is
very little temperature difference between day and night—or, for that matter, between Poles and
Equator. Titan thus lacks climate; but it can, on occasion, produce its own quite spectacular
brand of weather.The most impressive meteorological phenomenon is the so-called Methane
Monsoon, which often—though not invariably—occurs with the onset of spring in the northern
hemisphere. During the long winter, some of the methane in the atmosphere condenses in local
cold spots and forms shallow lakes, up to a thousand kilometers square but seldom more than a
few meters deep, and often covered with fantastically shaped bergs and floes of ammonia ice.
However, it requires the exceedingly low temperature of minus a hundred and sixty to keep
methane liquefied, and no part of Titan is ever that cold for very long.A “warm” wind, or a break
in the clouds—and the methane lakes will flash suddenly into vapor. It is as if, on Earth, one of
the oceans were to evaporate, abruptly increasing its volume hundreds of times and so
completely changing the state of the atmosphere. The result would be catastrophic, and on Titan
it is sometimes scarcely less so. Wind speeds of up to five hundred kilometers an hour have
been recorded—or to be accurate, estimated from their aftereffects. They last only for a few
minutes; but that is quite long enough. Several of the early expeditions were annihilated by the
monsoon, before it became possible to predict its onset.Before the first landings on Titan, at the
beginning of the twenty-first century, some optimistic exobiologists had hoped to find life around
the relatively warm oases that were known to exist. This hope was slow to fade, and for a while it



was revived by the discovery of the strange wax formations of the famous Crystal Caves. But by
the end of the century, it was quite certain that no indigenous life forms had ever existed on
Titan.There had never been any expectation of finding life on the other moons, where conditions
were far more hostile. Only Iapetus and Rhea, less than half the size of Titan, had even a trace of
atmosphere. The remaining satellites were barren aggregates of rock, overgrown snowballs, or
mixtures of both. By the mid-2200s, more than forty had been discovered, the majority of them
less than a hundred kilometers in diameter. The outer ones—twenty million kilometers from
Saturn—all moved in retrograde orbits and were clearly temporary visitors from the asteroid belt;
there was much argument as to whether they should be counted as genuine satellites at all.
Though some had been explored by geologists, many had never been examined, except by
robot space probes, but there was no reason to suppose that they held any great
surprises.Perhaps one day, when Titan was prosperous and getting a little dull, future
generations would take up the challenge of these tiny worlds. Some optimists had talked of
turning the carbon-rich snowballs into orbital zoos, basking beneath the warmth of their own
fusion suns and teeming with strange life forms. Others had dreamed of private pleasure domes
and low-gravity resorts, and islands in space for experiments in super-technology life styles. But
these were fantasies of a Utopian future; Titan needed all its energies now to solve its coming
crisis, in this demimillennial year of 2276.5THE POLITICS OF TIME AND SPACEThen only two
Makenzies were talking together, their conversation was even more terse and telegraphic than
when all three were present. Intuition, parallel thought processes, and shared experience filled in
gaps that would have made much of their discourse wholly unintelligible to outsiders.“Handle?”
asked Malcolm.“We?!” retorted Colin.“Thirty-one? Boy!”Which might be translated into plain
English as:“Do you think he can handle the job?”“Have you any doubts that we could?”“At thirty-
one? I’m not so sure. He’s only a boy.”“Anyway, we’ve no choice. This is a God-sent—or
Washington-sent—opportunity that we can’t afford to miss. He’ll have to get a crash briefing on
Terran affairs, learn all that’s necessary about the United States…”“That reminds me—what is
the United States these days? I’ve lost count.”“Now there are forty-five states—Texas, New
Mexico, Alaska, and Hawaii have rejoined the Union, at least for the Centennial year.”“Just what
does that mean, legally?”“Not very much. They pretend to be autonomous, but pay their regional
and global taxes like everyone else. It’s a typical Terran compromise.”Malcolm, remembering his
origins, sometimes found it necessary to defend his native world against such cynical remarks.“I
often wish we had a little more Terran compromise here. It would be nice to inject some into
Cousin Armand.”Armand Helmer, Controller of Resources, was not in fact a cousin of Malcolm’s,
but a nephew of his ex-wife, Ellen. However, in the closed little world of Titan everyone except
recent immigrants was related to everybody else, and the designations “uncle,” “aunt,” “nephew,”
“cousin” were tossed around with cheerful inaccuracy.“Cousin Armand,” said Colin with some
satisfaction, “is going to be very upset when he learns that Duncan is on his way to Earth.”“And
what will he do about it?” Malcolm asked softly.It was a good question, and for a moment both
Makenzies brooded over the deepening rivalry between their family and the Helmers. In some



ways, it was commonplace enough; both Armand and his son, Karl, were Terran-born, and had
brought with them across a billion kilometers that maddening aura of superiority that was so
often the hallmark of the mother world. Some immigrants eventually managed to eradicate it,
though the process was difficult. Malcolm Makenzie had succeeded only after three planets and
a hundred years, but the Helmers had never even tried. And although Karl had been only five
years old when he left Earth, he seemed to have spent the subsequent thirty trying to become
more Terran than the Terrans. Nor could it have been a coincidence that all his wives had been
from Earth.Yet this had been a matter of amusement, rather than annoyance, until only a dozen
years ago. As boys, Duncan and Karl had been inseparable, and there had been no cause for
conflict between the families until Armand’s swift rise through the technological hierarchy of
Titan had brought him into a position of power. Now the Controller did not bother to conceal his
belief that three generations of Makenzies were enough. Whether or not he had actually coined
the famous “What’s good for the Makenzies…” phrase, he certainly quoted it with relish.To do
Armand justice, his ambitions seemed more concentrated on his only son than on himself. That
alone would have been sufficient to put some strains on the friendship between Karl and
Duncan, but it would probably have survived paternal pressures from either direction. What had
caused the final rift was still something of a mystery, and was associated with a psychological
breakdown that Karl had experienced fifteen years ago.He had emerged from it with all his
abilities intact, but with a marked change of personality. After graduating with honors at the
University of Titan, he had become involved in a whole range of research activities, from
measurements of galactic radio waves to studies of the magnetic fields around Saturn. All this
work had some practical relevance, and Karl had also played a valuable role in the
establishment and maintenance of the communications network upon which Titanian life
depended. It would be true to say, however, that his interests were theoretical rather than
practical, and he sometimes tried to exploit this whenever the old “Two Cultures” debate raised
its hoary head.Despite a couple of centuries of invective from both sides, no one really believed
that Scientists, with a capital S, were more cultured (whatever that meant) than Engineers. The
purity of theoretical knowledge was a philosophical aberration which would have been laughed
out of court by those Greek thinkers who had had it foisted on them more than a thousand years
earlier. The fact that the greatest sculptor on Earth had begun his career as a bridge designer,
and the best violinist on Mars was still doing original work in the theory of numbers, proved
exactly nothing one way or the other. But the Helmers liked to argue that it was time for a
change; the engineers had run Titan for long enough, and they had the perfect replacement,
who would bring intellectual distinction to his world.At thirty-six, Karl still possessed the charm
that had captivated all his peers, but it seemed to many—and certainly to Duncan—that this was
now underlined by something hard, calculating, and faintly repellent. He could still be loved, but
he had lost the ability to love; and it was strange that none of his spectacular marriages had
produced any offspring.If Armand hoped to challenge the Makenzie regime, Karl’s lack of an heir
was not his only problem. Whatever the Seven Worlds might say about their independence, the



center of power was still on Earth. As, two thousand years ago, men had once gone to Rome in
search of justice, or prestige, or knowledge, so in this age the Imperial planet called to its
scattered children. No man could be taken seriously in the arena of Solar politics unless he was
personally acquainted with the key figures of Terran affairs, and had traced his way at least once
through the labyrinth of the terrestrial bureaucracy.And to do this, one had to go to Earth; as in
the days of the Caesars, there was no alternative. Those who believed otherwise—or pretended
to—risked being tagged with the dreaded word “colonial.”It might have been different if the
velocity of light were infinite; but it was a mere billion kilometers an hour—and therefore, real-
time conversation would be forever impossible between Earth and anyone beyond the orbit of
the Moon. The global electronic village which had existed for centuries on the mother world
could never be extended into space; the political and psychological effects of this were
enormous, and still not fully understood.For generations, earth-dwellers had been accustomed
to being in each other’s presence at the touch of a button. The communications satellites had
made possible, and then inevitable, the creation of the World State in all but name. And despite
many earlier fears, it was a state still controlled by men, not by machines.There were perhaps a
thousand key individuals, and ten thousand important ones—and they talked to each other
incessantly from Pole to Pole. The decisions needed to run a world sometimes had to be made
in minutes, and for this the instantaneous feedback of face-to-face conversation was essential.
Across a reaction of a light-second, that was easy to arrange, and for three hundred years men
had taken it for granted that distance could no longer bar them from each other.But with the
establishment of the first Mars Base, this intimacy had ended. Earth could talk to Mars—but its
words would always take at least three minutes to get there, and the reply would take just as
long. Conversation was thus impossible, and all business had to be done by Telex or its
equivalent.In theory, this should have been good enough, and usually it was. But there were
disastrous exceptions—costly and sometimes fatal interplanetary misunderstandings resulting
from the fact that the two men at the opposite ends of the circuit did not really know each other,
or comprehend each other’s ways of thought, because they had never been in personal
contact.And personal contact was essential at the highest levels of statesmanship and
administration. Diplomats had known this for several thousand years, with their apparatus of
missions and envoys and official visits. Only after that contact, with its inevitable character
evaluation, had been made, and the subtle links of mutual understanding and common interest
established, could one do business by long-distance communications with any degree of
confidence.Malcolm Makenzie could never have achieved his own rise on Titan without the
friendships made when he had returned to Earth. Once he had thought it strange that a personal
tragedy should have led him to power and responsibility beyond all the dreams of his youth; but
unlike Ellen, he had buried his dead past and it had ceased to haunt him long ago.When Colin
had repeated the pattern, forty years later, and had returned to Titan with the infant Duncan, the
position of the clan had been immensely strengthened. To most of the human race, Saturn’s
largest moon was now virtually identified with the Makenzies. No one could hope to challenge



them if he could not match the network of personal contacts they had established not only on
Earth, but everywhere else that mattered. It was through this network, rather than official
channels, that the Makenzies, as even their opponents grudgingly admitted, Got Things
Done.And now a fourth generation was being prepared to consolidate the dynasty. Everyone
knew that this would happen eventually, but no one had expected it so soon.Not even the
Makenzies. And especially not the Helmers.6BY THE BONNY, BONNY BANKS OF LOCH
HELLBREWIn the past, Duncan had always cycled to Grandmother Ellen’s home, or taken an
electric cart whenever he had to deliver some household necessity. This time, however, he
walked the two-kilometer tunnel from the city, carrying fifty kilos of carefully distributed mass—
which, however, only gave him ten kilos of extra weight. Had he known that such characters had
once existed, he might have felt a strong affinity with old-time smugglers, wearing a stylish
waistcoat of gold bars.Colin had presented him with the complex harness of webbing and
pouches, with a heartfelt “Thank God I’ll never have to use it again! I knew I had it around
somewhere, but it took a couple of days to find. It’s only too true that the Makenzies never throw
anything away.”Duncan found that it needed both hands to lift the harness off the table; when he
unzipped one of the many small pouches, he found that it contained a pencil-sized rod of dull
metal, astonishingly massive.“What is it?” he asked. “It feels heavier than gold.”“It is. Tungsten
superalloy, if I remember. The total mass is seventy kilos, but don’t start wearing it all at once. I
began at forty, and added a couple of kilos a day. The important thing is to keep the distribution
uniform, and to avoid chafing.”Duncan was doing some mental arithmetic, and finding the results
very depressing. Earth gravity was five times Titan’s—yet this diabolical device would merely
double his local weight.“It’s impossible,” he said gloomily. “I’ll never be able to walk on
Earth.”“Well, I did—though it wasn’t easy at first. Do everything that the doctors tell you, even if it
sounds silly. Spend all the time you can in baths, or lying down. Don’t be ashamed to use
wheelchairs or prosthetic devices, at least for the first couple of weeks. And never try to
run.”“Run!”“Sooner or later you’ll forget you’re on Earth, and then you’ll break a leg. Like to bet on
it?”Betting was one of the useful Makenzie vices. The money stayed in the family, and the loser
always learned some valuable lesson. Though Duncan found it impossible to imagine five
gravities, it could not be denied that Colin had spent a year on Earth and had survived to tell the
tale. So this was not a bet that promised favorable odds.Now he was beginning to believe Colin’s
prediction, and he scarcely noticed the extra mass—at least when he was moving in a straight
line. It was only when he tried to change direction that he felt himself in the grip of some
irresistible force. Not counting visitors from Earth, he was probably now the strongest man on
Titan. It was not that his body was developing new strength; rather, it was recovering latent
powers which had been slumbering, waiting for the moment when they would be called forth. In
a few more years, what he was now attempting would be too late.The four-meter-wide tunnel
had been lasered, years ago, through the rim of the small crater which surrounded Oasis.
Originally, it had been a pipeline for the ammoniated petrochemicals of the aptly named Loch
Hellbrew, one of the region’s chief natural resources. Most of the lake had gone to feed the



industries of Titan; later, the tapping of the moon’s internal heat, as part of the local planetary
engineering project, had caused the remainder to evaporate.There had been a certain amount
of quiet grumbling when Ellen Makenzie had made her intentions clear, but the Department of
Resources had pumped the remaining hydrogen-methane fog out of the tunnel, and now carried
its oxygen, to the annual annoyance of the auditors, on inventory as part of the city’s air reserve.
There were two manually operated bulkheads, as well as the city’s own backup seals. Anyone
went beyond the second bulkhead at his own risk, but that was negligible. The tunnel was
through solid rock, and since the pressure inside was higher than ambient, there was no danger
of Titanian poisons leaking inward.Half a dozen side tunnels, all of them now blocked, led out of
the main passageway. When he had first come here as a small boy, Duncan had filled those
sealed-off shafts with wonder and magic. Now he knew that they merely led to long-abandoned
surge chambers. Yet though all the mystery was gone, it still seemed to him that these corridors
were haunted by two ghosts. One was a little girl who had been known and loved by only a
handful of pioneers; the other was a giant who had been mourned by millions.There had been
endless jokes about Robert Kleinman’s name, for he was almost two meters tall, and
proportioned accordingly. And his talents had matched his physique; he had been a master pilot
at the age of thirty, despite the difficulty of fitting him into standard space equipment. Duncan
had never considered him particularly good-looking, but in this matter he was outvoted by a
small army of women—including Ellen Makenzie.Grandma had met Captain Kleinman only a
year after the final parting with Malcolm; she may have been on an emotional rebound, but he
certainly was not. Yet thereafter the Captain had never looked at another woman, and it had
become one of those love affairs famous on many worlds. It had lasted throughout the planning
and preparations for the first expedition to Saturn and the fitting-out of the Challenger in orbit off
Titan. And as far as Ellen Makenzie was concerned it had never died; it was frozen forever at the
moment when the ship met its mysterious and still inexplicable doom, deep in the jet streams of
the South Temperate Zone.Moving rather more slowly than when he had started his walk,
Duncan came to the final bulkhead. On Grandma’s hundredth birthday, the younger members of
the family had painted it in brilliant fluorescent colors, which had faded not at all in the last dozen
years. Since Ellen had never referred to it, and never heard questions which she did not wish to
answer, there was no way of discovering if she appreciated the gift.“I’m here, Grandma,” Duncan
called into the antique intercom which had been presented to her by some anonymous admirer
long ago. (It was still clearly marked “Made in Hong Kong,” and had been dated circa 1995.
Shameful to relate, there had been one attempt to steal it, though since theft was virtually
unknown on Titan, this was probably only a childish prank or an anti-Makenzie gesture.)There
was, as usual, no reply, but the door unlatched at once and Duncan walked through into the tiny
foyer. Grandma’s electrocycle occupied the place from which it had not moved for years. Duncan
checked the battery and kicked the tires, as he always did with great conscientiousness. No
need for any pumping or charging this time; if the old lady suddenly felt the impulse to descend
upon the city, there was nothing to prevent her.The kitchen, which was a unit lifted intact from a



small orbital passenger shuttle, was a little tidier than usual. Presumably one of the voluntary
helpers had just made her weekly visit. Nevertheless, the usual sickly sour smell of slow culinary
disintegration and inadequate recycling was heavy in the air, and Duncan held his breath as he
hurried through into the living room. He never accepted more than a cup of coffee from
Grandma, and feared accidental poisoning if he ever sampled the products of her robot
reconstituter. But Ellen seemed to thrive on it; over the years she must have established some
kind of symbiosis with her kitchen. It still lived up to the manufacturer’s “failsafe” guarantee, even
though it did produce the most peculiar odors. Doubtless Grandma never noticed them. Duncan
wondered what she would do when the final disaster occurred.The main living room was as
crowded as ever. Against one wall were the shelves of carefully labeled rocks—a complete
mineralogy of Titan and the other examined moons of Saturn, as well as samples from each of
the rings. As long as Duncan could remember, there had been just one section empty, as if, even
now, Grandma was still waiting for Kleinman to return.The opposite wall was more sparsely
occupied with communications and information equipment, and racks of micromodules which, if
completely saturated, could have held more knowledge than all the libraries of Earth up to the
twenty-first century. The rest of the room was a compact little workshop, most of the floor space
being occupied by the machines that had fascinated Duncan throughout his childhood, and that
he would associate with Grandma Ellen as long as he lived.There were petrological
microscopes, polishing and cutting tools, ultrasonic cleaners, laser knives, and all the shining
paraphernalia of gemologist and jeweler. Duncan had learned to use most of them, over the
years, though he had never acquired more than a fraction of his grandmother’s skill and almost
wholly lacked her artistic talents. What he did share, to a much greater extent, were her
mathematical interests, exemplified by the small computer and associated holographic display.
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Roger J. Buffington, “Deeper than it seems. In my opinion "Imperial Earth" was the last of Arthur
C. Clarke's masterpiece novels, and I believe that I have read everything that Clarke published.
This novel is set several hundred years in the future, when Mankind has settled the Moon, Mars,
and Titan. Titan is the key to interplanetary travel as the source of the cheap hydrogen fuel upon
which interplanetary travel and commerce depend. Duncan Makenzie, the scion of the ruling
family of Titan, has been invited to Earth for the 500th birthday of the United States of America.
This is a once in a lifetime journey, given the cost and trouble involved in interplanetary travel.
And therein lies the tale.Others have complained that this story is meandering and unfocused,
but in my opinion it is anything but. There is a fascinating storyline here, and some subtle
characterizations that are magnificent in their understatement. Karl Helmer speaks only a few
lines in the entire novel, and yet he emerges as an unforgettable character. There is some very
interesting speculation about the future of science and Man's destiny in space. And the ending
of this well-written story will surprise and delight and perhaps even evoke a few tears. This one
is highly recommended to all of Clarke's many fans and all lovers of speculative fiction and a
good story.  RJB.”

Owba, “One of My Favorite Authors. First, the book was delivered in a timely manner and in fine
shape. I have no complaints there.Second, Clarke is one of my favorite authors, one I have
returned to regularly over the years. "Imperial Earth" is not one of his better know books and,
honestly, I don't consider it to be on the same level as his better known works, like Childhood's
End, 2001/2010, Rendezvous with Rama, and so on. But I think it's a solid novel, with Clarke's
futurism and his wonderful sense of humor and fun. If you can find a copy of Imperial Earth, I
encourage you to read it. I think most people will like it.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Solid read. A good solid read from a grand master of the genre. Solid
science and engineering. Good characters and good ending of the story. Not quite as good as
"Fountains of Paradise" , but that is only my opinion.”

T. J. Davis, “Classic Arthur C Clarke novel. Arthur C Clarke wrote multi stranded science fiction -
his novels usually have many layers of plot, social commentary, scientific exposition and
futuristic prediiction. ''Imperial Earth' is a fine example. Clarke weaves a story from the major plot
lines of a colonial dynasty on Titan looking to ensure its succession via cloning, and the political
relationships it has to maintain back on Earth. Against the backdrop of what human society
might be like in 2276 as the 500th anniversary of US independence is celebrated, the story also
has a mystery novel element. Written in 1976, it brilliantly predicts what daily life would be like
with universal, portable access to information and communications - though I suspect Clarke
would have been surprised at how much sooner that has come to pass.”



Visa Creditdebit, “Arthur C. Clarce: Imperial Earth. I have read this book already twice for years
ago. I had to get a new copy then somebody had "loaned" my book.Arthur C. Clarke has written
technical prophesies already in 1940's starting with communication satellites which were
realized 25 years later. In Imperial Earth Clarke describes many concepts that are now with us:-
world wide network for communication or "web"- unlimited memory banks- broad band
interchange between hand held devices and the web using infra red (similar to blue tooth)- hand
held communication, dictation, memory and computation device "comsec" which was first
realized by Nokia in their Communicator. Clarke did not include a camera in comsec but had
changeable keys that came a little later in Apples phones.Computer Weekly asked Clarke in
1980's how he could describe such a small multifunction device not in existence on that time.
The answer was: Going in time 200 years there are no more any technical limitation and I simply
told what I wanted to have in one piece.  Yours truly Matti Kataja, Finland”

Simon Callow, “Oldie but Goldie. Although his optimism seems to sometimes get the better of
him. Here we are in 2013 and still war and poverty are the hallmarks of human existence in sharp
contrast to Mr Clark's utopian vision of 2001. Nonetheless he is an extraordinarily visionary. So
much of the technologies he wrote about before the Apollo lunar landings has now become
everyday familiar items.The book is a great read the characters are believable and well fleshed
out and the plot is both engaging and intriguing.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Another good read. This was not my favourite Arthur C Clarke book but it's
still a good read. Amazing when you think of when it was written. The information on Titanic we
now know to be inaccurate, but this doesn't detract from the overall story.”

Dom Kane, “Imperial Earth. In my mind one of the great Clarke novels. It ties together the
projected science and life on future Titan with politics and developments on Earth and the
satelites. This is probably THE novel when todays SmartPhones were first described. This is a
very good novel from one of the grand masters of SF”

The book by Arthur C. Clarke has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 153 people have provided feedback.
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